ClinicNet: Automated Clinical Decision Support and Patient Progression Prediction through Deep Neural Networks
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Abstract

- The majority of clinical decisions lack evidence-based support, due to both the difficulty to perform randomized controlled patient experiments as well as the compliance of evidence-based guidelines ranging widely from 20-80% [1]; only about 11% of recommendation guidelines are backed by high quality evidence [2].
- Our group has developed a sequence prediction system to provide automated clinical decision support and predict patient progression through LSTM and feed-forward neural network models.
- We showcase two models, one to replace existing human derived order sets (OI: 492), and another to provide general patient timeline prediction (OI: 340).

Data

- Dataset spanning from 2008-2014 and including 2.2 million visits to Stanford Hospital was extracted from the Stanford Medicine Research Data Repository with IRB approval from HealthReflab.
- Each observation in our dataset corresponds to when a clinical event is ordered for a patient as recorded in the EHR, and includes specialty teams, labs, medications, images, nursing orders and other relevant columns that describe patient’s current status.
- The “truth” for each observation is labeled as all the events that occur 24 hours after the clinical item was ordered.

Features

- 7648 features encode information about what clinical items the patient received, medical teams he or she saw, and lab test results in the recent past. These features attempt to capture the patient status and context at the time of prediction task.
- Our labs, medications, nursing orders, etc. are all raw inputs. We include derived binary features for 1,730 and any day before for each of our clinical items.

Network Architecture

- Feed-Forward Model: The best performing feed-forward model had 5 hidden layers, each utilizing batch normalization and a ReLU activation function.
- Each output from the final hidden layer is passed through a sigmoid activation function, resulting in a 1452 x 1 dimensional output, corresponding to each of the 1452 clinical items.
- To prevent overfitting, Dropout (.05) was used during training.

- Recurrent Neural Network Model: The top performing Recurrent Neural Network model architecture used one layer of LSTM cells (800 hidden units) and 5 output layers.
- Outputs were passed through a dense layer followed by a sigmoid activation to produce a 3003 x 1 dimensional output, corresponding to each of the 3003 patient progression outcomes.

Results

- Our RNN was trained to predict patient timeline events. We extracted 28,859 distinct 48 hour patient sequences and used a 90/10 training, dev, and test split. At each time-step, the RNN makes a patient progression prediction.
- We split 750,000 events into a 92/4/4 training, dev, and test split for our feedforward network, trained to generate order sets.

Table 1. LSTM and “Majority” Predictor Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUROC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>.366</td>
<td>.318</td>
<td>.340</td>
<td>.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>.140</td>
<td>.535</td>
<td>.221</td>
<td>.753</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The weighted cross-entropy loss function for both models.

Discussion

- Our feed-forward model provides effective clinical decision support for physicians in a scalable and data-driven manner.
- We outperform existing, highly curated human-derived order sets, which are time consuming and unscalable, as well as all other previous models in the literature at predicting what clinical items a physician should order in the next 24 hours.
- Evidently, our feed-forward network architecture has the ability to pick up on patient context quite reliably.
- Using the data matrix we have constructed, we are also able to predict general timeline events, or patient progression, using a Recurrent Neural Network model that performs similarly to the f1 precision, and recall of existing human-derived order sets, but with more diversity, versatility and scalability in predictions.
- These models have the potential to be directly implemented into the clinical flow, supporting more effective, evidence-based practice.

Next Steps

- Begin the process for implementation of such a system into the clinical flow.
- Improve the performance of our algorithm by collecting more data (like clinical notes) and searching for hyper parameters over a longer period of time.
- Experiment with network architecture through adding attention for our Recurrent Neural Network model as well as time-awareness into our Feed Forward model.
- Look at prediction tasks for more specific subcases that will generate high accuracy numbers and thus be more reliable in decision support.
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